
STREET LIGHTING SUB-COMMITTEE 
MINUTES OF A MEETING ON 9 OCTOBER 2013 

 
Present:  Cllrs     M. Bayley 
                A.Hardie 
    M.Morley 
                Clerk:  M.S.Green 
 
 
The Sub-Committee has been tasked by the Council to formulate a policy for street lighting including 
trials.   It was agreed that we must keep firmly in mind that we provide footway lighting, not highway 
lighting and it is not our task to light people’s houses and gardens. 
 
Briefing by SSE Operations Manager  -  A briefing by Andy Marcham on 16 Sep 13 introduced the 
following considerations:  
 
Energy costs are increasing significantly 
Reduction of carbon footprint is desirable 
EU regulations – e.g. forbid mercury so spare parts now running out for 80W MBFU lights (we have 27) 
LED lights use less energy, have a 10 year warranty and are much cheaper to maintain  
Light spillage with LED is zero  
Maintenance contract presently includes a 2-weekly scout.  This could be replaced by residents’ reports 
(stickers on lamp posts to encourage them) or a winter–only or other longer inspection time scale 
Fluorescent lights (£200) are much cheaper than LED (£300-350), but need changing after 3 years 
Part-night greatly reduce cost 
Dimming LEDs is also possible and reduces energy 
Changing a whole road or group of lights rather than one by one is more acceptable to residents 
White light of LEDs v. older yellow light – can be an issue 
25W SL are relatively efficient.  We have about 100 or some 2/3ds of our total. 
Consultation – the preliminary view is that an expalanatory announcement via the Annual Report and on 
the website should be sufficient 
County Council, after consultation and trials, is changing to all LED lights.  CWPC are trialling in    
  Flackwell Heath and the Committee had visited them concluding that 16W LEDs would probably be 
  sufficient for our purposes . 
 
Current lighting 

A spread sheet showing the location and type of lights was considered.   It was noted that we had 27  80W 
MBFUs which would be a priority for replacement.  Seeleys Road, which had been costly to repair over 
the last year, would also be a priority.   There are a few places where lights have not been adopted e.g. 
Long Meadow Close, Whielden Lane, Park Grove.  There are none in Knotty Green north of Forty Green 
Road and none in Penn Street or in Penn except for Burrows Close. 

 

Lighting expenditure (£) 

2010/11 2011/12 2102/13 
Energy  3,660  3,004  3,086 
Maintenance  3,370  3,300  3,312 
Repairs        354     525     469 
 
Action agreed 

1.  Cllrs Bayley and Morley will produce a spread sheet showing the present costs of energy, 
maintenance and repair, and the savings involved using a variety of different lights, part-night and 
dimming lighting regimes, and maintenance schedules.  Some of these changes can be made 
before the new lights are introduced. 

2. We should trial one 16W LED light at the T-junction of Burrows Close and one outside Fagnall 
Cottage, Fagnall Lane (which like all the W/Hill lights is on a bracket). 


